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After most of the demolition works

are done, it is "finally" time to

start building! We spoke about

test piling in previous newsletters,

which was necessary to collect all

the correct data to prepare the

piles. This is where we are now. If

you have passed by the site

lately, you might have seen big

concrete trucks passing by. It is

driving back and forth to bring the

concrete for the piling to the site.

This is a very specific task; the

concrete needs to be on the

correct specification to reach the

right strength. With the current

heat on-site, it isn't easy.

Since some of the piles and

foundations are close to the

existing building, the underpass

under building D is closed in this

phase. And the alternative

temporary route is in function for

the baggage carts.
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Last month we spoke about part of building

HB being demolished; this part is done. Next

coming up is the connection to the

foundation of the existing building HA. To

prepare for this job, some areas are

excavated to see the state of the current

foundations. Also, the old lift station of the

sewage has been removed from the site.

This week the first works on the interior of

building HA will take place. In the former

American Airline offices, a temporary wall

will be built to create construction space to

open up part of the existing HA to connect

the new foundation of the extension.

 

For Phase 1A, in close communication with AAA is decided to make an outfenced

Construction area accessible via the Construction site entrance only with a Construction

site badge, since this area is interrupted by the temporary Baggage route to perform the

baggage operations during construction. Therefore, a temporary Pedestrian bridge has

been created. So, during regular working hours, construction workers can access this

bridge from one side to the other. The bridge is not in use yet, but it will be in use as soon

as the second part of the site is fully fenced.

Preparation of connection foundation building HA

TEMPORARY PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE



 

Visit Steel supplier 

Temporary wall building existing HA

What's next?

 

Also included in the Construction area is an entire container park with all the site

offices for the contractors. Storage areas for incoming materials and workshop areas

for small assembly work can be done on-site. Besides that, with the constructions

works at full speed, the PMO team is expanding as well. Our site offices are growing

to have all our members on-site and still have space for formal meetings. Feel free to

pass by for a visit, to check out our new offices.
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